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Q Space Weather describes the conditions in space that affect Earth
and its technological systems (communication, navigation, power
distribution, Oil pipelines, money transaction, etc).

Q The questions is; what is the sources of space weather?
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What is Space Weather? 



Sunspots

Sunspot Close-up

Active Regions: 
Source of solar flares 

and CMEs
Images from SOHO and TRACE

clusters of solar 
magnetic fields

Cooler regions 
containing intense 
magnetic fields

Who do we blame for the source of space 
weather problems?

The SUN of course



History of Space Weather!

Outstanding Question: What kind of stuff from the Sun Causes
Magnetic Storms and impose problem on our daily lives?

November 30, 1892 - Royal Society Presidential Address
“It seems as if we may also be forced to conclude that the
supposed connexion* between magnetic storms and
sunspots is unreal, and that the seeming agreement between
periods has been a mere coincidence.” Lord Kelvin (*”old”
British spelling)

November, 1905 - Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society “The origin of our magnetic disturbances lies in the
Sun” Prof. Maunder

September 1, 1859 - Carrington observed a “solar flare” and
two days later Magnetic disturbances in London.



Images from sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov

Bastile Day 2000

Nov 4, 2003

Q Intense (short) release of energy

Q Radiation (radio wave, X-rays,
gamma rays)

Q Electrically charged particles

Q Radiation travels at the speed of light

Q Three classes based on X-ray energy

Q C-Class, M-Class, X-Class

Q Lagest recorded flare (X28) on
11/4/03

Solar Flares: (The largest explosive 
events of our Solar System)



It can unleash theenergyof 100billionatomicbombs

Q Huge bubbles of plasma

Q Disrupt the flow of solar wind!

Q Few per week during solar maximum period!

Q Occasionally causes geomagnetic storm on Earth

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
The Equivalent of a Hurricane

Q The most threatening stuff of solar events

Q Full of Charged particles that travels slowly 
(compared to radiation) and arrives in 1-5 days

Q NOAA forecasted G2-class storm tomorrow: 
Power Systems, Space Craft Operation, HF 
radio communication may be affected



How does this massive energy reach to us?

Q Some of these stuffs from sun take from minutes to days to reach
to Earth and disrupt our daily lives

Q Space weather effects depends on the locations on our planet –
Severe space weather impacts usually occurs at high latitudes and
equatorial region.

After J. Grebowsky



How do we measure the level of space 
weather effect?

Q Kp - planetary magnetic field
disturbance index (logarithmic
from 0 to 9)

Q Indices (like Richter Scale -
earthquakes, Saffir-Simpson-
hurricanes) - Kp, Dst for space
weather storms

Q Dst - disturbed stormtime
index that examines the
strength of storm compression
of Earth’s atmosphere (the
ring current).

F=qVxB



New York Times – “… it was chiefly confined to
the southern heavens [south of NY], and hence
was more properly an Aurora Australis than an
Aurora Borealis”

September  2, 1859 Event
The most severe storm ever recorded

Baker et al.
Sept 2, 1859 Storm

Dst » 1600nT

Tsurutani al., JGR, 2006

The 2008 US National Research Council report estimated
the cost if a September 1859 sized CME hit us;
”First it could take us 10 years to recover, and the cost
could be between $1 and $2 trillion (in the first year
alone) to repair the damage.” BBC News, 2012

What would be the consequence if it happens this time? 



Q Earth's magnetic field has weakened
by 15% over the last 200 years, and
could be a sign that the planet's north
andsouthpolesareabout toflip

Q If this happens, solar winds could
punch holes into the Earth's ozone
layer

Q This could damage power grids, affect
weatherandincreasecancerrates

Q As the magnetic shield weakens, the spectacle
of an aurora would be visible every night all
overtheEarth

“Forget global warming, worry about the MAGNETOSPHERE:
Earth's magnetic field is collapsing and it could affect the climate and
wipe out power grids”

What protected us from such massive energetic stuff?

MAGNETOSPHERE

The British Mail Newspaper, 27 January 2014
Reduced by ~20% in 90yrs

Courtesy of Matzka



Why should every society, including 
Nigeria, be interested in Space Weather?

Q Do you need electricity for your apartment, home or office?

Q Do you own a cell phone? Can you imagine life without cell
phone (just for one day)?

Q Have you flown on an airplane?

Well! all of these activities can be affected by Space
Weather impacts!

Q Do you watch TV? Do you listen radio?

Here are some specific examples!

Q Do you want your nation’s military effective and strong?



How wide variety of technologies are 
depend on space weather impacts

All these instruments are in trouble 
during geomagnetic storm time



GIC induction on long conducting cable

Q Transformer failure at Hydro
Quebec: 6 million people lost
power for 9+ hours

QWhen transformers get too much
DC current: it may heats up,
parts of the transformer can even
melt, oil in the transformer may
be caught on fire, and some
transformers even explode!



How about transformers at low-latitude 
region (e.g., Nigeria), are they safe??

Gaunt & Coetzee, IEEE, 2007
Q How do we know whether this is due to GIC or due to local heating, 

such as overloading the transformer?



Recent Discovery of GIC currents at the equator
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The arrival of interplanetary 
shocks from the Sun drives 
strong current systems, which 
can destroy our power plants.

This kind of impacts are 
obvious and stronger in high 
latitude regions.

Recently, we discovered that 
such impacts are also stronger 
in the equatorial regions, like 
Abuja.

Carter & Yizengaw, et al, GRL, 2015



Space weather impacts on our space-
based technologies

Q If some of the satellites facing USA region get knocked out by
these problems, then USA’s communication (wireless internet,
TVs, radios), banking systems, etc will be down!

Q Solar Energetic Particles can damage solar panels and/or cause 
electrical charges that can damage the electronics

Q Space weather effect can also Increase satellite drag



Q More than 1500 satellites slowed during 
March 89 event

Q 2 Satellites shut down in 1994 during 
magnetic storms
Q Telephone services in Canada 

disrupted for months
Q 2 Satellites severely damaged during 

Oct. 2003 storms
Q Telstar 401 stopped operating on Jan 

11, 1997 hours after a CME struck the 
Earth’s magnetosphere (www.suntrek.org)

Space weather impacts on our space-
based technologies (few examples)

Q14 satellites disrupted due to solar storms since 1996
Q $2 billion in losses



Some of our Space-based laboratories

Courtesy of NASA
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Technological development

Radiation exposure: Health impact
Q Astronauts can be exposed to harmful 

radiation

Commercial Airlines
Business Jets, Airlines
Future Air Transport

Increasing Dose Rate

Q Crews and passengers in high flying jets

Q Crews and passengers flying over the poles

Q Space shuttle – e.g.,  missions to Mars?

~ Get 10 times higher than radiation dose at the ground 

~ Get 50 times higher than radiation dose at the ground 

~ Get 80 times higher than radiation dose at the ground 



Q San Francisco Earthquake ….. 1906 ………..$ 500B
Q Hurricane Katrina …………... 2005 ………..$ 120B
Q Annual loss from Electric interruption ……..$ 80B
Q North American Power Grid Blackout ……..$ 30B/day
Q GEO satellite revenue loss ……………………> $25B
Q GEO satellite revenue loss …………………..$ >25B
Q Blackout of East Coast …….... 1955 …….…..$ 10B
Q Mt Lassen Volcanic Eruption .. 1915 …….….$ 5B
Q Quebec Blackout …………….. 1906 ………..$ 2B

Comparison with other large 
economic events

Baker et al.



Other space weather impacts on our 
daily life

Q The main factor that affect
the navigation and
communication system is the
dynamic variability of
plasma in our atmosphere.

How, where, and why the 
densities are variable?

Communication 



Ionosphere is both important and
trouble making region for our
technological systems.

Atmospheric region of interest

Production: due to Solar photons and electron precipitation 
If so how does these ions/electrons act differently?

Transport: due to Electrodynamics



Radio Wave Communication
(How we communicate with the rest of the world)

Q Ionosphere reflects frequencies below ~30MHz
signals, allowing long distance communication –
HFcommunication,FMand AMradios.

So why do we care about ionospheric dynamics?

Q At higher frequencies, radio waves travel further or pass right through the
ionosphere– Satellite communications.

Q Disturbed solar events can increase variations
in ionospheric density
QChangethespeedof thesignal - increasedrangeerrors
Q Introducescintillation- loss of tracking

Radio Wave for Navigation!
(How we locate our position)

QThus Characterizing and Modeling the Ionosphere isVery Crucial!



Nations are competing to do just that: GNSS Constellations

BeiDou

GALILEOGLONASSGPS

The signals can be listened by receivers on 
the ground and onboard LEO satellites

JASONCOSMIC



IS Radars 

SuperDARN Radars

Other Ground-based Instrumentations

VHF Backscatter 

VLF receiver UHF receiver 

Magnetometer 

Ionosonde



Global Ground- and Space-based 
GPS data coverage



GNSS & LEO coverage: 10yrs ago

GNSS & LEO coverage: 3yrs ago

Ionosphere is boiling like ---?

Courtesy of  A. Coster

QWhy Characterizing and Modeling the Ionosphere is so Crucial?



Last Wednesday moderate CME splashed out

QCaused significant radio blackouts!



Ionospheric impacts on Aviation
Here is how GPS guides the pilot

Landing during  - - -
Each region setup ionospheric correction!



Ionospheric impacts on Agriculture
GPS assists for precise plowing 

Precise fertilizers spreading Even for unmanned plowing

GPS assists for precise sowing seeds 



Space weather impact from lower atmosphere

Q Tsunami and earthquake can generate
strong gravity wave

Q Thermospheric tides also modulate the
equatorial electrodynamics and thus
the longitudinaldensity distribution

Q Gravity waves can propagate upward
and producedensity irregularities

Tsunami, Earthquake, and
Nuclear bomb tests affect
ionospheric density distribution
and thus navigation and
communication systems



✈ Cell Phones
✈ Oil Pipelines
✈ Geologic Exploration
✈ Surveying
✈ Continental Cables
✈ Fiber Optic Cables
✈ Timing
✈ Human Behavior
✈ Global Warming

Space Weather Effects - Other 

QThe question is ‘What can we do about it?’



In 2012 the British government declare that space weather 
is one of the greatest threats to the country

“Severe space weather can cause disruption to a range of
technologies and infrastructure, including communications
systems, electronic circuits and power grids.”

Cabinet Office's National Risk of Civil Emergencies report
The 2008 US National Research Council estimated the cost 

if a September 1859 sized CME hit us.
“First it could take us 10 years to recover, and cost could be
between $1 and $2 trillion (in the first year alone) just to repair
the damage”

The 2008 US National Research Council report
New Theory of Climate Change and the Sun! 

“global warming is directly related to the magnetic field change
rather than CO2 emissions. They claimed that fluctuations in the
number of cosmic rays hitting the atmosphere directly alter the
amount of cloud covering the planet.”

Danish National Space Center report



Pictorial Summary: How Space 
Weather Impact our Daily Life!

Courtesy 
of 

NASA

Thank you


